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Assessment In Early Childhood
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Written for preschool and primary school teachers involved in preparing for, administering,
interpreting, and moving forward with the results of informal and standardized testing,
Worthamâ€™s Assessment in Early Childhood Education, Sixth Edition, is one of the most
accessible and practicalÂ books available in measurement and evaluation examines both
standardized and informal assessment tools from a developmental perspective, focusing entirely on
children between birth and age eight. Key changes to this edition include: a new emphasis on
building partnerships with families with the inclusion of a diverse array of parents and families as
examples; revised and expanded information on children from diverse cultures and languages and
children with disabilities; updated and streamlined figures, examples, and models of assessment are
found throughout the text; activities at the end of the chapters provide opportunities for students to
apply their own performance activities and demonstrate understanding of chapter content; updated
content on the effects of No Child Left Behind; and new information on current trends toward
accountability and the impact of high-stakes testing.
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I bought this book for my masters class in Educational Assessment. Because I am in Early
Childhood, I thought the book would be helpful. I began reading the first chapter of the book and I
noticed it was about Designing curriculm in early childhood education. As I continued to read, I saw
that begininng of the second chapter was missing. The book is put together completly wrong. The

publishers inserted the wrong first chapter into the book. Also the book has a million typos, spelling,
and grammar errors. If you do not want the hassel of returning this book, do not bother buying it.
You will be dissappointed.

My book arrived with a big slash across the front cover that went into the book 2 pages deep and
was suppose to be brand new. The package was held an hour away and took 3 days to get to my
house. This item is damaged and not brand new like the description described.

I purchased this book for an early childhood course. I felt that it meets the need for basic early
childhood assessment information.

Great tool for refreshing me about all the assessment process that I can use for helping create a
welcome envirotment and appropriate activities for my students. Thanks for the information.

Excellent and fast shipment! Excellent communication. I liked this book. I will buy again from you if I
need something,

This was a really great book and it was in great condition I was very pleased with the product.
Highly recommended

had to purchase this for an ECE course ugh, but i actually like the book and use it outside of
schooling.

I needed this book for one of my college courses. So far, the book gives great information.
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